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Optical mode filtering and electron injection in
multi-GeV laser wakefield acceleration
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Recent experiments [1] have demonstrated acceleration of electron bunches up to 5 GeV in long (20 cm)
low density (~10^17 cm^-3) ionization-injected plasma waveguides [2]. The spectra of the recorded electron
bunches showed multiple quasi-monoenergetic peaks with resolution limited energy spreads ~15%. For even-
tual development of a 10 GeV laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) module for a staged electron accelerator,
it is essential that the lower energy peaks in the spectra be eliminated. Analysis of the results in [1] suggests
that the multiple peaks correspond to localized injection enhancement (or suppression), exacerbated by fluc-
tuations in the drive laser pointing and longitudinal waveguide variations, both of which strongly affect the
guided mode evolution. Here, we present experimental results and particle-in-cell simulations detailing the
linear and non-linear effects contributing to guided mode evolution and electron injection. We discuss how
the early part of a meter-scale plasma waveguide can be used as a ‘mode filter’ to ensure controllable electron
injection in multi-GeV LWFAs.
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